
Welcome to The Margate Beacon Online! 

The Margate Beacon pages we see online today are pictures of pictures of pictures.  

First there was a book of original Beacon newspapers all bound together.  

Second, each page was photographed (in the 1990’s) to be transferred to microfilm. The quality 

of each photo depended on the condition of the original page. Our microfilm was used on a 

microfilm reader for decades. This led to occasional scratching or overhandling of the film. 

Now, very recently and thanks to the wonders of technology, the microfilm images were 

captured to give us what we have today, digitized pages with searchable text. Most pages are 

clear and readable; some, for the reasons above, are not quite as legible. 

Please remember, when you open a new page or zoom in/out on a page, allow the software a 

moment to sharpen the image. The technology is amazing! 

If you have questions, please contact us at the Historical Society Museum, 609-823-6546. 
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Click on an element to get to its description
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Click on an element to get to its description
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How do I turn the pages in a book?

The pages of a book can be turned by clicking the 
navigation arrows at its sides - that’s relatively easy:

But there are also two buttons at the bottom corners of 
a book that will help you return to its very beginning or 
skip right to the end:

You can always jump to any page if you type its number 
in the “Pages” box at the top of the book:

And you can also click on the flipping corner of a page 
to move on to the next one:
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Bottom menu panel

The buttons on the bottom panel are used to activate 
the additional options.

      < This button can be used to bring up a Table of 
Contents of the book (learn more about it on page 11)

With the Thumbnails button        you can open a side 
panel with the snapshots of all book pages that would 
easily let you skip to a certain page if you have its visual 
in mind:

Note: some of these options can be disabled by the 
creator of a book
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How do I create my personal notes?
This button        lets you use Notes side panel. There 
you can create and manage your own comments. They 
are only visible to you and stored on your end, in your 
browser’s data, so if you open your book in another 
browser, you won’t see your Notes anymore

You will see the whole list of your Notes on the panel, 
and the Add Note button will always be there, if you 
need to add a new comment on a page you’re currently 
on:

as well as the button next to the page you’re currently 
reading:
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It is also possible to choose the “Add Note” option
in the menu list that is visible when you right-click 
anywhere in the book (more about this on page 19): 
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How do I share the book I’m reading?

The Share button  is there for you when you want 
to tell about the book you’ve just read on your social 
network profile page. You will see a pop-up window 
upon clicking it: 

The first tab is all about sharing: you can copy a link 
(with the Copy button) to the current page or to the title 
page depending on whether you have ticked a Share 
current page checkbox or not. 

And the option to share a book with the world on the 
major social networks (or via email - a link will be sent to 
your counterpart) is also right there.
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How do I print and download a book?

With the Print        option you can print out some or all 
of the pages of the book. This option is only working in 
Chrome or Safari browsers!

You can either select the custom range of pages, or 
a single - left or right - page from the spread to be 
printed.

When you choose the Custom Range option, you will 
be redirected to the printing dialogue, where you can 
either select a range of pages or the whole book. 
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The Download        option will let you save the content 
of a single page or the whole book in a PDF format (as 
well as the custom extra files that the author may have 
added to the book), but not the entire book with the 
flipping effect itself.

How do disable the background sound?

Sound button        turns off the sound of the flipping 
pages and also the background sound that may be 
present in a book

How do I start a page slideshow?

The Slideshow       button starts a timed display of a 
book - now its pages will flip automatically at the interval 
set by the creator of the book.
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How do I zoom in and out of the page and 
enable the Fullscreen mode?

If the text in the initial view of the book seems too small, 
you can Zoom        a page, which will make it be displayed 
in Slide mode - meaning that the zoomed pages can now 
be read one at a time and you can switch between the 
pages without going back to the default zoom.

You can also zoom in and out by double-clicking a page.

The level of zoom can be modified by a toggle:

Fullscreen button        lets you open a book on the 
entire screen, and this mode can also be enabled/
disabled by pressing F11 on your keyboard.
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Using Table of Contents panel

Table of Contents is yet another way to navigate 
through the book. With it you can quickly jump to the 
chapters or sections in the book. If you click this button 

, ToC will appear on the left side of the window:

The element you’ve currently opening is highlighted. The 
arrow next to the title of the item in ToC indicates that 
there is “more to come” - this item is actually a group, 
and upon clicking it will expand further:
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If you see a scrollbar upon hovering over ToC, it shows 
that there are more items in it than actually can fit in the 
screen - scroll a bit more to see everything:
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How do I search for text in a book?

If you see a Search button in upper right corner of the 
book you’re reading , it means it’s possible to do a full-
text search there. 

If you click on a button and enter some search query in 
the field, the results will be both shown on a panel in a list 
and highlighted on the pages where this word is present:

If you enter two or more words, results containing all of 
the words will be shown at the top:
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The search is capable of bringing up the words containing 
your search query as a part, but it is recommended to 
enter the term you’re searching for in full: 
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Using the Contacts button

If you are in need or a support or a feedback, you can 
contact the creator of the book directly, if such an 
option was made available via Contacts button that is 
located in the upper right corner:

It is basically a button with the link (and the text on it of 
course can differ from “Contact us”) that will lead you to 
another web page.

Why do I see highlighted items in a book?
If you see that any of elements on a page has changed 
its color, then it means this page contains a link:

...or several links.
These links can either bring you to another page of this 
book or to a different website.

You can make the highlighted items reappear if they are 
already gone by clicking on a page.
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Pop-up elements

Some interactive elements of a book have special icons 
on them

This one:

indicates that there is a pop-up image on a page, and 
you can zoom on it by clicking there.

This one shows you that there is a GIF animation 
present:

There can also be videos on a page - just click on a Play 
button to start them:
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Right-click menu

So, as we’ve mentioned on the previous pages, it’s 
possible to right-click anywhere in the book and bring 
up the menu.

These options repeat the functionality of Notes, 
Download, Print, Share, Zoom and Fullscreen buttons
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Mobile version
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Navigating the book on mobile

When you try to open a book on a mobile device, you will 
see its mobile version instead of the desktop one. And while 
they’re mostly similar in their functionality, there are still some 
differences. 

In the mobile version the book is shown in a one-page mode 
by default, but if your phone/tablet goes into the Landscape 
mode, both pages will be shown at the same time:

So if you tap on the arrows at the sides:

you’ll be able to flip the pages, but you can also do so with 
your finger, just as if you were reading a regular printed book.
The interface of a book can be brought up and hidden by 
tapping the screen once. You can also zoom in and out of any 
spot of the page by tapping on it twice.
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Seeing an overview of book pages on mobile

The Thumbnails button  is located in the lower left 
corner of the screen, but brings up the same menu as in 
the desktop version:

Tap on a preview of the page to jump to it.
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Using Table of Contents/Save a PDF file 
menu on mobile

The Table of Contents panel is hiding under the 
“hamburger button”        : 

Tap on the Table of Contents item to jump to the 
corresponding page, and tap on the black arrow on the 
left side of the chapter item to expand the subchapters:
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The Save option can be brought up with the same 
“hamburger button” and the list of the files you can save 
will be visible at the bottom of the screen:

How do I search for an item on mobile?

The Search option is located at the upper right 
corner, just as it is in the desktop version. Tap on the 
magnifying glass icon  and enter your search term in 
the search bar to get the results:
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Click on the arrow in the upper left corner to get back to 
the book. 

You can then return to your search results afterwards 
by tapping on the magnifying glass icon again.

How do I use Share option on mobile?

If you wish to use Share option on mobile you’ll need 
to access the corresponding option in your mobile web 
browser’s menu, rather than the book’s interface.


